
Existing non primary ADS sign with
mirror attached to nearside post
(sign will require new posts raising
mounting height to 2.1m for pedestrian
clearance) clean existing ADS sign face

Existing advanced give
way warning sign with
supp plate. Replace with
new upgraded fluro
yellow backed version
on existing post

Existing mirror for
private properties
(may require
re-location)

Existing pedestrians in road ahead
warning sign with supp plate (clean).
New cycle route ahead warning sign
on new post. Existing peds in road
sign and supp plate to be mounted on
same new post

Existing x2 40mph terminal size speed
limit signs back to back.
To be replaced for smaller (300Ø)
repeater type versions and all relocated
further east along the A371 to ensure
sign post and sign do not impair visibility
at the proposed nearby to proposed
uncontrolled crossing.

Existing Bus Stop

Existing black background ADS
(sign will require relocating or
raising to 2.1m for pedestrian
clearance) clean ADS sign face

Existing ADS (will require
relocating or raising to 2.1m
for pedestrian clearance)
clean ADS sign face

Existing Plastic
Drainage Pipe from
adjacent property.
To be maintained

Existing Plastic
Drainage Pipe fro
adjacent property.
To be maintained

Existing x2 40mph
terminal signs
back to back
(to be replaced for
smaller versions)

A

A

B

B

See above for
cross-section details

Existing yellow backed Give
Way warning sign. Replace with
larger 750mm vertical high sign
with new fluro yellow backing
board on new post

Existing shale
surfaced footway
(recently installed)
see photograph

Existing public
footpath gate

From points E to F:
New footway provision
typical 1.5m wide making
use of existing verge

E

F

G

From points F to G:
New footway provision
typical 1.5m wide making
use of existing verge but
requiring filling/ piping of
adjacent drainage ditch

BT service chamber.
To remain and to be
adjusted in level if
required

Exg. road gully.
Assumed connection
to adjacent piped ditch

Exg. road gully

From points C (see sheet 2) to D:
Recently constructed footway with
unsealed surface course - (shale)
(see photo 10 on Dwg 051)

D

V/A

V/A

V/A

V/A

New uncontrolled
crossing on A371

Assumed 150mmØ
drainage pipe

Assumed
150mmØ pipe
connected to
exg man hole

Springs
Farm

Existing Rights of Way

Exg. 'SLOW'
and yellow bars

Existing yellow backed Give
Way warning sign. Replace
with larger 750mm vertical
high sign with new fluro
backing board on new post

A3
8

A371 Cross Lane

New edge of carriageway
road markings throughout
extents of footway
extension 100mm wide

Exg splay kerbing
to be upgraded to
HB2

Existing yellow backed
40mph back to back
with yellow backed
30mph sign (clean)

Existing yellow backed
Give Way warning
sign and 40mph sign
(clean)

Existing grey
backed primary
directional flag
signs (clean)

Existing non
primary directional
flag sign (clean)

Existing yellow backed
crossroads sign.
Replace with new
upgraded fluro yellow
backing board version
on existing post

Existing grey backed
primary directional
flag signs (clean)

Existing yellow backed
40mph sign back to back
with camera symbol

Existing brick wall with
'Mendip Hills' plate attached Existing yellow backed

40mph sign back to back
with camera symbol (clean)

Existing yellow backed
crossroads sign. Replace
with new upgraded fluro
yellow backing board version
on existing post with
extension post to raise
mounting height to 2.1m

Install red coloured surfacing
in existing hatching leading
up to new pedestrian refuge
island (worn carriageway to
be resurfaced in preparation)
reinstate hatching as existing

B

Approximately 3.1m
running lane maintained

Approximately 3.1m
running lane maintained

A

Red hatching termination
point in conjunction with
upgraded junction warning
signs

From points A to B:
Remove encroachment of
verge onto footway.
(gaining approx. 300mm)

V/A
V/A

V/A

V/A

New 2m wide pedestrian refuge
island with illuminated large
keep left bollards (maintain
450mm lateral clearance either
side of bollard's)

New warning sign with
pedestrians crossing
supp plate on new post.

New warning sign with
pedestrians crossing
supp plate on new post.

Trim back tree branches
and ensure canopy is lifted
to 2.4m minimum

Refresh existing SLOW road
marking and yellow bars

Medium pressure gas in
vicinity assumed running
along edge of carriageway

Medium pressure gas
crossing the A38
carriageway near proposed
refuge island location

Proposed HB2 kerb to
replace existing SP2 kerb

Proposed
EF kerb

1 in 40

Proposed Footway Construction
(Indicative)
100mm Sub-Base
50mm Binder
25mm Black top surface course

Existing Ditch to be
Piped with 150 Dia.
Perforated Pipe

Suitable Filter Material

Suitable Granular Bedding

Suitable Fill Material

Suitable Topsoil

Cross- section A - A Scale 1:20

A371 Footway Extension -
Typical Cross Section

Width varies between 2.5 & 2.9m

A371 carriageway

Existing
boundary

Proposed HB2 kerb to
replace existing SP2 kerb

Proposed
EF kerb

1 in 40

Existing Drainage Pipe
(Approximate Location)

Cross- section B - B

Proposed Footway Construction
(Indicative)
100mm Sub-Base
50mm Binder
25mm Black top surface course

A371 Footway Extension -
Typical Cross Section

A371 carriageway

Existing
boundary
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CONSULTATION

Insets
Footway Extents &

Uncontrolled Crossing on A38

SIS TI004288
A38, Cross to Axbridge

Inset A Footway Extension (Scale 1:250)

Inset B Crossing - Uncontrolled Crossing with Pedestrian Refuge Island (Scale 1:250)

To be read in conjunction with sheets 050 & 051- 05/17 Issue for Consultation OG LS SW

A38

A38

Cross Lane

Old Coach Road

= Glasdon RX type verge marker post or similar approved,
450mm min lateral clearance. Red road studs for
approaching nearside traffic

= Red uni-directional cast in type
edge studs for nearside traffic

1 = Photograph location
= New sign location

Text = Proposals
MT = Mounting height to underside of sign

Text = Existing conditions
C/W = Carriageway width
F/W = Footway Width
EP = Electricity pole
TP = Telegraph pole
LC = Lamp Column
P/A = Pedestrian access
V/A = Vehicular access

= Existing sign location

= Sign reference/locationRef:

Loc:

= Significantly cut back vegetation

KEY

= New '40' roundel road markings

= Assumed 150mmØ
drainage pipe

= Proposed
footway extents

= Visibility lines to
DMRB for 40mph
X = 1.5m
Y = 103m

Inset C Dwg 051

Inset A Dwg 052

Inset B Dwg 052


